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Protection

The Rune



The Rune Algiz is considered the most powerful rune of
protection as can be seen in the representation of the splayed

hands as a sign of defense, or the antlers of an elk or the sharp
blades of the elk-sedge. 

 
Viking Rune Equivalent & Meaning: Protection. Defense; the

elk.
It can also be seen as a shield of protection.

 
Relationship Interpretation: Caring and protecting of each other

and the relationship.
 

Algiz can be used to ease the mind; release blockages which
cause stress headaches and migraines. Used to strengthen the

entire body.
 

Colors: silver, gold, rainbow colors, black, white
Element: air

Bifrost: air, water, fire 
 



Algiz represents the COURAGE to face fears
of the unknown. This rune encourages us

conquer our fears and not allow them to rule
us. "Courage is not the absence of fear, but
the will to RIGHT ACTION in spite of it."

Key phrase: ‘Although your path may be fraught
with danger, you have the power of protection

within you.’



Like a tree in the forest, that stands rooted
to the ground, you, too, are strong and

rooted. The rune Algiz is a reheart to reach
out with your arms like a tree and soak in the
sun, notice the way nature's law fills the space,

balances us, and brings rebirth.  
You are PROTECTED on all levels. Take time
to ground in nature, with the trees and ask

permission to be in their field. Thank the trees
for coexisting and providing shelter and

protection to so many.

 

Activity
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HAGALAZ
THE RUNE



The Rune Hagalaz represents a "disaster" like Hail.
Now it isn't always as dramatic as a disaster would

make you feel, meant is a sudden, radical or big
change, an occurrence out of the normal that asks

for big surrender, flexibility and acceptance. 
Hagalaz resonates with the uncontrollable,

unavoidable and unalterable unknown and its
surprises, that have nto be embraced and accepted.
It can be surprises or obstacles and challenges, that
are nothing bad, yet a blessing and opportunity to

grow, change, surrender and evolve. It is a rune
asking for transformstion of victim consciousness,

no matter what life brings you, a disaster or
catastrophe, it is yet a lesson to embody more trust,

love, gratitude and shed the victim-mind! 



It is not at all a dangerous Rune, Hagalaz is part of
life, as the calm and peace moments as well.

Sometimes things have to be shook up! It is meant to
promote our evolutionary progress, our

completeness andbalance of divine power and
decluttering of our unconscious garbage.

Hagalaz supports you in making a drastic change
yourself! It support the banishing of all the low

vibrational thoughts and behavior patterns, and
brings the tenacity  and will it take



We want to utilize for the highest the powerful
energies of Hagalaz. Be bold and honest to yourself,

and find 1 trait or flaw, you do not resonate with
about yourself. 1 habbit or behavior you do, out of

the EGO mind frequencies. Now flip it and replace it
with Love In Action! 

For example, instead of wondering what other
people think of you, become your own cheerleader
and do the mirror technique. Instead of snacking all

day by yourself, cook a nourishing meal for the
whole family! Or instead of thinking about what
tomorrow will bring, pray in gratitude for what is

now! 

HAGALAZ



Ihwaz   
Eihwaz

T I M E L E S S ,  E T E R N A L ,  I M M O R T A L



The rune Eihwaz represents the mysterie of death and
also great initiation energy. Birth and death are the
same energy, reversed, it is a big change of form,

meanwhile the quintessense of our souls energy stays
always present! this Rune represent eternity and

immortality, since energy never vanishes,it cannot die,
only change!  This is whyEihwaz is represented to ever
green trees! it translate to YEW a plan being that does

not shed its leaves. IT does come with an energy
freeing you from the fear of death! it carries an energy

of initiation, movement towards enlightenment and
represents our chakra system.

 



The Rune Eihwaz represent our development of
spiritual endurance and strong will for initiation. It

represent what is known as kundalini, bringing in deep
energetic aligned frequencies that can assist in the
own kundalini awakening. Eihwaz also helps with the

communication with energy beings and spiritual
guides, like your ancestors. It is a Rune showing us
there is no separatino between the alive and the
dead, we are all souls, energies, that are part of
creator herself. Allow this Rune to assist you in

transforming any fear of death and tapping in to your
energy system (chakras) fully aligning it with your

highest purpose. 



Activity for   
Eihwaz

I would love to invite you, to embrace the energy of
death, which is always a rebirth. 

The simplest way of doing so, is to feel into our own
death - every day a part of us that no longer serves
dies and makes space for a grander, greater version

of ourselves. You might learn something new, crashing
an old belief system during this day. You are not the
same anymore! The YOU from this morning is gone.

the YOU here now, is present. 
Write everyday as a discipline down, what you let die

and what you want to birth in your life! 



The Seed

A space of Transformation
and Creation



The Rune Inguz translates to 'seed' and represent creation
itself, an energetic burst, process or evolution. It is the

Rune of isolation or hybernation, in order to create a space
or place where the process of transformation into higher

states of being can occur. A Rune representing our internal
growth, personal development, our inner child and such

wholeness! 
It is represented by the seed, because it holds a male

creative energy of gestation. Inguz holds a very subtle
energy, change without movement, passive meditation and

centered energies. 
 



The Rune Inguz relates back to the ancient god ING and
represents the divine masculine aspect of action. In the

english language we add "-ing" to any verb to add an idea of
action. Inguz is that potential energy that must accumulate
gradually in storage before being released as a single surge

of energy. Just like the seed is places into the ground,
before the sprout shoots up! 

Inguz governs the process of seed into catalyst, and the self-
sacrifice of one form to bring into being a new form, and

the characteristics inherited because of this
transformation. The failure of a magical operation is often
caused by the lack of the operator ‘letting go’ of some past
form of manifestation so that a newly desired form can be

born. All humans live in the past to some degree or another,
but one must apply the laws of nature which call for death
of the old in order to bring about transformation into new

energies and new forms. 
 





The Rune Isa is represented by the element of ICE
and resonates with STASIS, STILLNESS, SELF

CONTROL, IDENTITY, FXUS. It is a space of frozen
time, where we can sink fully into ourselves,
finding our concentrated core. Isa also brings
energies of concentration, will and focus. It

repesents not only an isolated, cold state that we
sometimes have to endure in life, but even more
the UNITY we find inside, the one-ness connection

with all Love is. Isa is a Rune of self-
centerednessbut also warns us to NOT get to

caught up in the 'self' and freeze stagnant in ones
beliefs, thoughts or action.



In the most elementary dynamic, Isa is a building
block of the physical world, slowing down fire

energy and solidifying it.
Isa will control and quiet emotional distress, but
be wary! It will not eliminate any persistent root

cause of unpleasant circumstance. But it can help
in extending stillness into your aura. Isa is
particularly useful in attaining stillness of

presence. The wild flames slow down, we take a
break, a deep breathe and no can FEEL and face
what is there. Like an iceberg has 90% of its

mass under water, so do we have a lot of truths
beneath the surface that, if not looked at and

transformed, can rip a ship into sinking.  



The following practice  can be a new spiritual self-
love discipline for you. We want to tap into the

stillness and inner focus energies the Rune Isa is
providing.

Find a comfortable and quiet space, where you can
sit for 5-10 minutes uninterrupted. Close your eyes
and  take deep divine breathes, visualizing warm
blue light surrounding you, connecting with you
and filling you up fully, with this still, calm focus
towards your heart. Feel like you are in a frozen
bubble, just feel you, and center fully into the

peace and love of  your heart!  



Jera
H A R V E S T  .   P A T I E N C E  .  C Y C L E S  

"Year"





Jera is the rune of HARVEST and
REWARD!!!

It is the rune of peace on the land
and in the heart.  It is the reward for

positive action, plenty, peace,
Divine timing...



WAITING . GARDENING 
FARMING . SEASONS  

HARVEST



DIVINE TIMING . PATIENCE & TRUST IN
MANIFESTATION 

 

PROSPERITY  &  PLENTY 
 

CHANGE IN THE FLOW OF LIFE 
 

JERA IS A RUNE OF PATIENCE &
MOVEMENT WITH HARMONY & WITH THE
NATURAL TIDES OF LIFE.   MOVING WITH
SUCH LIFE RHYTHMS BRINGS ABUNDANCE

& PLENTY...



"THIS TOO SHALL PASS".... 
"As you sow, so shall you reap"...

 "time heals all wounds"... 
TIME IS AN ILLUSION...

FLOW...



Jera can magically speed things
up or slow things down. 

 

  However, if a person sows no
seeds & does no work, then

Jera will bring about
situations which reflect that

lack of action.  
 

Its a balance of doing &
resting... and being in the flow

of earths seasons/cycles...



Energetically, Jera is a gentle

rune and is useful for work

focusing on long term plans and

things you wish to bring into

manifestation at a slow and

steady pace. 

Gods... Freya & Freyr... twins

who are skilled in earth magic...
 

Plant... Rosemary

 



Jera spans a year in time.... the

twinning of deities can also reflect

mirroring and recognition of the

self within the other.  The twinning

of Jera speaks of the inherent

tension between two halves of the

whole.  Light & darkness, night and

day, summer and winter.  In Jera,

the cycle of creation and

destruction finds its apex, its

moment of manifestation



Jera is the sign of winter
ending, and harvest beginning.  

It is the rune of patience &
movement.  The harvest brings
about changes, but it is a sign
of good tidings.  Jera can be
translated to two ways, year

and harvest.  It represents the
reward of good fortune after
hard work and it serves as a

reminder of the idea... 
"you reap what you sow"



KENAZKENAZ
The Torch

Illuminat ion

Knowledge



The Rune Kenaz is all about knowledge, wisdom, bringing the
hidden into the light of truth.It translate to 'the torch' and thus
represents the illumination or enlightenment we experience in

AHA moments. Kenaz carries a very creative solution finding
energy. It brings an enthusiasm to learn and grow, to expose

the hidden and gain new knowledge, to reflect and observe and
find the light of truth within, to bring clarity.It not only

represent the study of knowledge, but also the creativity of art,
craftsmanship and the feminine occult secrets.



Kena represent the harness of fire for warmth and illumination,
which is representing us harnessing an energy for greater use

that is grander then us. another meaning coming with this, is the
use of the fires of Kena to transform like the phoenix, the USE

of skills, abilities and tools and the power to create - like
nature does! BEing God with God, co-creator! 

The Rune Kena represents also our very own torch, which
every single human has the fires of Kena's torch within and it
can never be extinguished.  We must all carry our own torch

and honor it, the tools and abilities we learned, the knowledge
we found, the light within - creating a path through the

darkness, co-creating a collective illumination. 



KENAZKENAZACTIVITY
Kena Activity will be all about YOUR   TORCH.

Write down a letter, from you, to you. Tap into your own most
true and authentic self and write down, what it is for YOU 
 that sparks the fires of passion for learning, What is it that

your are interested in, that your soul is passionate for, what is
there that you can learn and study more, helping you to grow in
your own light. It can be astrology, human design,  gene keys,

cooking, gardening, crafting, painting,.....
In todays word, we forget that we ARE each and every one a
unique artist, designer, creator and craftsman/craftswoman. 

 
And the GO  FOR  IT, what ever it is, that sparks you up,
allow yourself to have the time to learn and create what is

aligned with your passion. 



Mannaz – Balance, Family,
Man (Mankind)



Mannaz is an embodiment of unrealized
potential. It is the first rune.

 
There is an urge in life towards learning and
growth, Mannaz, as man kind, understand

that there is already much knowledge
available. We learn from others, especially
the basics and then hopefully tap into out

own intuition or INNER-Tuition. Like a
schooling where we are are own teacher.



As an analogy let's take learning ballet dance. One
would most likely take lessons in person, do

appropriate stretches, learn techniques that have
been effective in the past, and learn steps. This

learning is important, especially in the beginning.
After a time, one can make the dance very personal

with their feelings, emotions, inspirations and
possible innovations that may be carried on into

the future beyond the self. The needs of humanity
can and does change over time and so will

expressions of arts or crafts like making things
people use on a regular basis.

Also with the learning of a skill such as ballet
dance, one learns how to interact with others

outside of the self and take part in a greater dance
and harmonize with the dancers around them.

 



Activity Elementary:  Rune Flow
 

 In a group of children minimum 8, have
pictures of the runes ready, and an area

where the children can lay down. Show the
children the picture of a rune and have

them lay on the ground and form the rune
with their bodies. Start with Mannaz. Not all
the children may be part of the design. The
other children can guide the formation of

the rune and confirm the competition. Pick
other similar rune that may flow from the

current rune, or can change up for fun
something much different. Show the

children and see if they can form the new
rune with their bodies.

A copy of the rune alphabet and names is
on the next page.  If groups are not

available, children may complete the
activity by laying down popsicle sticks on a

table.





All Ages Activity: Rune Dance
 

Use the included pictures to demonstrate
dance movements to a group or individual.
Teach one at a time. To the beat of music or

drumming, pick an appropriate pace to call out
rune names or show pictures of the runes or

body positions. The movements can be
considered crisp like cheer leading.

Mannaz (Humankind)

Isa (Ice, Standstill)

Gebo (Partnership)

Radio (Journey)



Rune Dance  Activity 2:
Younger Children (group of 2 or more)

Have Children hold hands and assign a group
leader. The group leader picks a song, or is

suggested one by an adult to play in the
background. Have the children start to move in
a circle and let the group leader move arms up

or down, change walking style, pace, head
direction, size of the circle etc. Have the

children take turns being group leader with
assistance or ideas from an adult if needed.

The adult decides if the group leaders can use
words to guide the others or not. Have a

discussion afterword, with any comments from
the children. Was it easier to harmonize/follow

the leader as the activity went on? Did the
group leaders and children harmonize with the

songs selected? Was anyone challenged to
keep up with the group?



Rune Dance Activity For Larger Group:
Middle School/High School

Like the above activity, but have children form
one large circle facing in and a smaller circle
facing out inside of that circle (see below for
example).  Select group leader A in the outer
circle and group leader B in the inner circle. 
 Let leader A lead and encourage leader B to
coordinate with leader A.  Then let leader B
lead and encourage leader A to coordinate. 
 Then pick new group leaders for next song. 

 Have a discussion following the activity.



Teen Activity: Knowledge of the Elders
 

Spend time with a grandparent or elder and
talk about their talents related to work,

hobbies or around the home.
What do they have to pass on? Are you open to

the opportunities to learn from them? Has
mankind evolved to incorporate a different skill
set? Has the knowledge changed over time, or

has technology made an impact on how the
work or activity is done?

 
Consider taking notes and sharing with a group
of people. If you don't have access to elders in
person, consider taking notes on a topic that

interests you via an online video such as on you
tube regarding a skill. I could be music or art
related, gardening, building something, auto

repair, cooking tips etc.



Nauthiz



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Nauthiz rune is characterized by

two wooden sticks, when we rub

them together, we create fire. It may

represent a moment when we are

operating from need and constraint.

This is a blessing message to stop and

reflect.

 

 



 

 

 

Learning to deal with hardship and constraint

are lessons of the Nauthiz rune. It shows us the

obstacles we have agreed to face.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawing the rune Nauthiz in a spread guides

you to address challenges with divine grace

and willpower. To accept, embrace, and allow

everything in your current situation however

restricting it may seem. 

 

Nauthiz encourages you to face your fear

knowing that it is simply False Evidence

Appearing Real.

 



Call on Nauthiz to assist you in achieving

peace within a lesson, these lessons can be

hard, but you are strong enough. Often, Inner

strength comes from Necessity.

 

 

 Nauthiz empowers you to have the courage

and wisdom to recognize what must be done

in an otherwise complex situation.

 

 



Activity

Consider your current situation, if you feel

distressed or confused go to your Journal.

Reflect and hold gratitude for the lesson or

 blessing this moment brings.

 

 



othala
The rune of heritage, tradition,
ancestral property, family ties.

translation: inheritance

also known as:
othalan
othila
odal
odhil
othel



othala
Spritual heritage

Earth Family

Core Values

Legacy

The word Othala means "inheritance".
Although it can mean a literal inheritance
of land or property, this rune is also tied to
our earth families, our contracts, and what

we came here together to learn.
Othala teaches us how our current situation
is related to our background - to our Earth

family ties.  It speaks to what we've
inherited from this lifetime and gives insight

to how it has affected our paths.



No matter how different or simliar we may
feel we are to our Earth families, no

matter how close or distant our
relationships grow, we share traits, habits
and influences with them.  In essence, we

have belief systems that must be
transformed to bring ourselves back to the

true nature of our origins together -
unconditional love.  

Othala asks us to feel into how these
unconscious beliefs that we absorbed as

children have shaped our thought patterns
and life choices as we grow.

othala



othala
Othala is associated with ancestral

wealth in the form of land and
core values.  It supports a strong

foundation in community and
cultural traditions.

This rune may be guiding you to lean on
your family for emotional or material help,

or to provide this support to a family
member in a challenging situation.  It can
be a gentle nudge from the angels to check

in with your earth family - perhaps
reconnect or take steps to strengthen your
family bond if there has been tension.  It
guides you to bridge the gap by meeting

them at their level.  Othala also teaches us
to practice unattachment.



othala

activity:
What triggers you about your Earth
family?  Feel into how you hold the
same energy, the belief system it

originated from, and write it down in a
ceremony to transform it.  

What part of your journey with your
Earth family requires forgiveness?

Reach out - make it happen - release
expectation of how it is received.








